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SKYLT
BE ORIGINAL

FOR THOSE WHO LOVE PURE WOOD

Our masters of lacquer 
crafting at RIGO Verffabriek 
(RIGO paint factory) 
were looking for a way 
to protect and maintain 
the untreated raw look 
of wood. The result is 
SKYLT. With SKYLT, wood 
stays pure wood. SKYLT 
protects the original and 
affirms the raw aesthetics. 
SKYLT has been unrivalled 
since 2003. That is why 
those who love pure wood 
choose to BE ORIGINAL.
SKYLT. 

SKYLT
RIGO Verffabriek 
(Paint factory) 
since 1938

RIGO Verffabriek is a Dutch family company 
making paint, oil and lacquer products 
since 1938. 

From the very beginning, we do this in the 
city of IJmuiden, a vigorous seaport town 
with beaches, ships, dunes and industry, 
and a no-nonsense character. Our goal is 
to manufacture our products in the most 
honest and progressive way. That’s why 
we use renewable raw materials wherever 
possible, making innovative products. The 
result of this are the renowned SKYLT 
invisible protection, ROYL solvent-free 
oils, STEP water-based lacquers, EKODUR 
professional paint, and TOPLIN linseed 
stand oil paint, for example. This is just a 
small selection of our assortment.

For us, making paint is real human work. 
That’s something we’re proud of. That 
is why we can say: RIGO Verffabriek is a 
platform created for and by craftsmen. 
Together, we make the most beautiful 
products.
Together, we make Masterpieces. 

WE MAKE
PAINT 
LAQUER
& OIL

Ruud, Craftsman Lacquer Production

INVISIBLE 
SEALER FOR 
MINERAL 
SUBSTRATES

FRESH 
AND CLEAN 
IN A JIFFY 

SKYLT SEALER 
•  Enhances the water retention properties 

of mineral substrates. 
•  Easy to apply without traces or overlap. 
•  Finish with 2 layers of SKYLT Original 

#5510 to maintain the untreated look of 
the original substrate.

•  Indoor use; can also be applied on 
vertical surfaces.

SKYLT 
CONDITIONER
•  Leaves no soap residues. 
•  Maintains the invisible, ultra-mat 

appearance of SKYLT.
•  Simply add to your mop water. 
•  Also available in ready mixed 

Spray & Wipe.

IMMEDIATE ADVICE OR SUPPORT
You can easily reach us on our WhatsApp number +31 (0)6 47 05 78 24 on working days 
between 8.00 am and 05.00 pm (CET) for immediate advice or support. If you send us 
some pictures, our advisors will take a look at them right away and call or message you 
their recommendations. 

ADVICE & 
SUPPORT

11-2021



SKYLT
BE ORIGINAL

UNRIVALLED SINCE 2003

Unrivalled since 2003
SKYLT is a unique protection. Due to its 
characteristics of invisibility and natural 
untreated look, it keeps the wood like it is 
untreated and freshly sanded. Especially 
developed for craftsmen who love to 
maintain the characteristics of their work.

Invisible under every angle
SKYLT is certainly the most invisible parquet 
varnish available, as matt as only freshly 
sanded wood will be. At whatever angle or 
with whatever light source you look, you 
won’t see a film or varnish.

Phenomenal transparency
SKYLT is so transparent that wood, cork and 
other (even mineral) substrates retain their 
natural look. Even applied in multiple layers, 
you won’t see SKYLT.

Indestructible
SKYLT is a 2-component polyurethane 
varnish and it is extremely durable and 
wear-proof due to its solid content. It is 
a perfect finish for heavy-duty floors and 
other surfaces.

Easy to apply
After only 3 - 4 hours the second coat of 
SKYLT can be applied, and intermediate 
sanding may only be done before the last 
coat. You don’t need to sand for better 
adhesion, it’s only for the aesthetic result 
and smooth surface.

Certification and standardization
SKYLT is water borne and complies with 
the most recent EU standards and VOC-
standards. It is Indoor Air Quality Certified, 
with also an A+ label.

For much more than wood
SKYLT is suitable for the most diverse 
substrates.

SKYLT ORIGINAL
• Absolutely invisible. 
• Lightly bleaching effect, for oak and light-coloured wood. 
•  Gives wood a natural appearance and maintains the colour 

of the original substrate.
• Makes surfaces suitable for intensive use.
• Available in 4, 1 and 0,5-litre units.

PROTECTS 
THE ORIGINAL 
COMPLETELY 
INVISIBLE

HARDWOOD 
INVISIBLY 
PROTECTED

EASY 
GOING 
PRIMER

SKYLT SKYLT 
SKYLT PRIMER
• Easy to apply without traces or overlap. 
• For light-coloured woods. 
• Maintains the colour of the original substrate.
• Easy to roll without spattering. 
• Available in 4 and 1-litre units.

SKYLT TITANIUM
• Absolutely invisible. 
•  Enhances the colour of hardwood and other 

dark substrates. 
• Leaves a silky touch. 
• Available in 4 and 1-litre units.

SKYLT RECOATABLE 
COLOUR OIL 2K
• Needs no time to dry. 
• Can be recoated immediately. 
• Can be coloured with loose colour pigments. 
• Just as easy as one-coat oil application. 
• 2-Pack, with comfortable potlife.

LOOKS 
LIKE OILED 
PROTECTS LIKE 
LACQUER
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